Superior Windows For Your Home

WINDOWS AND DOORS

MARQUIS SERIES
www. AluminArt.com

Technologically advanced and precision engineered
Patented Retractable Screen
Every Marquis series operating window
comes with a patented retractable screen
system. Our technologically advanced screen
rolls away when you don’t need it allowing
an unobstructed view and unimpeded flow
of light. The roll away feature also extends
the life of the screen, prevents the build-up of
dirt and allergens and makes it easier to clean
and operate.

Superior windows featuring retractable screens for your home

Casement and Awning

Single and Double Hung Tilt

Casements open a full 90 degrees to allow cleaning from inside. Awning
windows provide maximum security and resistance to wind, air and water.
Used in combination with fixed windows and geometric shapes, they will fill
any window opening that you may have, while enhancing the appeal of your
home. Retractable screen included.

Combining modern ventilation with traditional appearance, this popular
style is easy to use and easy to clean. The maintenance free constant force
balances are heavy-duty and make the sashes easy to raise and lower.
Integral tilt latches make the window easy to tilt for cleaning. Retractable
screen included.

Formula vinyl delivers
lasting performance
and beauty.

Double weatherstripping
ensures a tighter seal.
Multi-point locking system for added
security to resist forced entry.

Push-button cam
locking system

on double hung tilt and
double slider lift out
to resist forced entry.

Night latch allows
sash to stay in a fixed
position (not shown).

Powder coated premium
hardware will not corrode or rust.

Metal-reinforced
meeting rail provides
added security.

Optional Features

Aluminum, brass
and pewter grids
are available.

Multi-chamber
extrusion improves
structure and
insulation.

White

Sandalwood

Ivory

Wicker

Pebble

Chestnut
Brown

6 standard colours.
Custom colours
also available.
Colours may not be
exactly as shown.

Tilt-in sash allows for
easy cleaning.
Vinyl pull rail
enables easier
gliding of sash.

Fusion-welded corners
provide a more durable seal.

Low-E glass,
warm edge spacer with
argon gas for maximum
energy efficiency.

Retractable screen
system allows you to
have a screen only
when you want one.

Superior windows featuring retractable screens for your home

Single and Double Slider Tilt

Triple Glaze

Whether you choose a single or double slider, our energy saving slider
windows are both practical and versatile. Our slider windows are the ideal
solution for openings that are greater in width than height. Cleaning is easy
with a slider window. Retractable screen included.

The triple pane glass comes as standard
in our Marquis windows provides stateof-the-art insulation for the best energy
efficiency, noise reduction and sun
protection. Regardless of the outside
temperature, triple glaze insulation will
save you money on your energy bills
and ensure your comfort with a durable
barrier against the elements in summer
and winter.

Equal glass and Sash
ensure that top and
bottom grids are
correctly aligned.

Co-extruded
Lift Rails
are durable and will not
snap out. Makes it easy
to open the window.

Vent locks and
tilt latches
Vent locks allow for
partial opening of sashes.
Tilt latches allow easy
tilting for cleaning.

Performance
All our windows are produced with state-of-the-art manufacturing
processes incorporating superior engineering, materials and craftsmanship.
Low-E glass, argon gas and warm edge spacer, a standard feature in all
our windows, will ensure that the transfer of heat in or out of your home is
reduced significantly. Our ENERGY STAR® qualified windows will save
you money by reducing your energy costs up to 12 percent. In addition,
they’ll help keep your home comfortable all year round, reduce outside
noise and depending on the amount of humidity in your home, reduce
condensation in cold weather. All of our windows qualify for more than
one zone in Canada. The more zones a window qualifies for the more
energy efficient it is.

Superior Vinyl
3-1/4” UIPVC extrusions are designed to withstand the most extreme
conditions. Specially formulated vinyl makes our windows highly durable
and easy to maintain. Vinyl wipes clean and resists fading, peeling, chipping,
rotting, denting and corrosion.
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MADE IN
CANADA

and precision engineered
Bay and Bow
Nothing matches the dramatic
effect of a bay or bow window.
They add space and light,
and are often used as main
architectural features. They
are made in combinations of
casement, single hung, double
hung and fixed windows to
create a beautiful view.
Our bay and bow windows
include all of the features of
their component windows,
and are sought after for their
design features and their
outstanding energy efficiency.
They are available in many
designs and configurations.

Our Lifetime Guarantee
AluminArt Windows and Doors believes in treating its customers
with the highest degree of integrity by providing them with
the products and services they demand, all backed by our
Lifetime Warranty. We believe that AluminArt Windows and
Doors commitment to quality products and exceptional service is
essential to building long term relationships with our customers.

AluminArt Windows and Doors

Lifetime

Lifetime
3 Year
Warranty
WARRANTY
Refer to warranty certificate
for full details.

Warranty
Refer to warranty certificate
for full details.
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